Pt-Ru/C, Pt-Dy and Pt-Ru-Mo/C electrocatalysts prepared by Bönnemann´s method have been studied as porous thin films on high surface area carbon electrodes, in order to evaluate their electroactivity on CO desorption in PEM fuel cells. For comparison electrode precursor powders with and without thermal treatment were considered. Cyclic voltammetry showed that addition of Mo in the well-established Pt/Ru system is very promising for methanol oxidation. In order to compare the electroactivity of different catalysts a normalization procedure based on the amount of Pt was used.
Introduction
The need for more efficient energy conversion is presently evident as the world fossil fuel sources become scarcer and the cost of the fuels rises. Moreover, the urgent necessity of pollution reduction in large urban centers imposes the use of non-polluting fuels, like hydrogen and renewable primary fuels in large scale [1] .
Fuel cells have shown to be an interesting and very promising alternative to solve the problem of clean electric power generation with high efficiency [1] .
According to a recent review from a fuel company "The question of fuel choice, for fuel cell vehicles remains an open one" [2] . For stationary applications the question is also pertinent. Research for the best solution may lead to the definition of more convenient local options. As concluded, the "best" fuel solution is strongly influenced by the local conditions in the country, or region being considered [3] .
When considering the combustion heat per mass, hydrogen presents a large advantage over other fuels, but when the number of available electrical charges per mass are compared the advantage is not significant. Hydrogen liquefaction would require an energy-spending equivalent of about 30 % of its calorific power [4] . Because of this, hydrogen gas utilization has been considered, as safer techniques for handling it have been developed. Hydrogen production implies in additional questions.
Some organic substances are considered very promising as alternative fuels for electrochemical energy conversion. These substances are oxidized on the anode while pure oxygen, or from ambient air, is reduced on the cathode in low temperature fuel cells. Recently the use of methanol in electrocatalytic processes has received great attention in many research groups, justified by the development of more efficient and less polluting electrochemical energy conversion systems. The oxidation of small organic molecules, like methanol on a Pt electrode is followed by the formation of intermediates, like CO, which are strongly adsorbed on the catalyst surface, reducing considerably its electroactivity. Electrochemical experiments have shown that carbon dioxide was produced in the oxidation of methanol on polycrystalline platinum electrodes [5] [6] [7] [8] . CO tolerance is therefore crucial for further developments in fuel cell technology. The development of better performance anode electrocatalysts is associated to the introduction of a more oxidizable metal, in order to generate oxygenated species at lower potentials in the vicinity of the Pt active sites to enhance the oxidative desorption of CO at those sites [9] [10] [11] .
The feasibility of the use of methanol as primary fuels for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) has been studied and proven by several authors, employing electrodes based on binary electrocatalysts [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, less amount of work has been devoted to ternary electrocatalyst systems, which may show synergistic effects by the addition to platinum of two metals with similar characteristics.
In this work, the PtRu/C (1/1 at%), PtDy/C (1/1 at%) and Pt-Ru-Mo/C (1:1:0. In the double layer region an increase in the double layer capacity is observed as the content of the second and third metal is increased. In the case of Ru this phenomenon is related to the formation of oxygenated species at low potentials.
The same explanation is also valid for Mo, but in this case it is also necessary to consider the oxidation of Mo (see below). In the region of adsorption/dessorption of hydrogen (between 0.0 V and 0.4 V) the corresponding peaks are suppressed due to oxide formation at lower potential than 0.4 V [18] .
The Pt/C electrocatalyst curve shows a strong blockade in the hydrogen region.
This phenomenon suggests that the electrocatalyst´s surface is covered by species from the reducing agent used in Bönnemann´s method. Another peak next to 0.5 V is observed for the Pt-Ru-Mo/C systems. This peak corresponds to a change in the oxidation state of Mo from +IV to Mo +VI. 
Conclusions
Bönnemann's method showed to be an effective procedure to develop Pt based The system Pt:Dy (1:1) showed to be very promising for CO to CO 2 oxidation.
